Genotype x environment interactions and genetic parameters for fecal egg count and production traits of Merino sheep.
Breeding for host resistance to parasites has become an imperative in many sheep industries. Because of the widespread use of AI in sheep breeding schemes, it is important to understand how the performance of offspring from rams varies in different flock environments, both for resistance to parasites and key production traits. This study used both variance component and reaction norm models to investigate the level of genotype x environment interaction for fecal egg count (FEC) and important Merino production traits in a range of flock environments in Australia. These flocks were linked by the use of common rams in a sire-referencing scheme. Both linear and quadratic polynomial reaction norm models were used. The heritability of these traits and the genetic correlation between them and FEC also was investigated using the reaction norm model. A contemporary group (CG) was defined by a flock, year, age class, sex, and paddock combination. Each CG environment was characterized by the mean value of any given trait for that CG. The recorded data used in the study were analyzed in a standardized form. Standardization for each trait was achieved within a CG by subtracting the CG mean from each observation and dividing by the CG SD. The genotype x environment effect accounted for <0.05 of the phenotypic variance for all traits. In most traits the heritability varied little across environments. The exceptions were FEC, BW, and both greasy and clean fleece weights, which had a higher heritability at the lower end of the environmental range. Fecal egg count also had a higher heritability in high-FEC environments. Genetic correlations between FEC and several key production traits were similar in the flock environments studied. Quadratic polynomial models and models with a variable residual fitted the data better than linear models. The genotype x environment effect for FEC and the genetic correlations between FEC and production traits were effectively zero; thus, sheep breeding programs for increased parasite resistance can be run effectively by ignoring these factors. Some account should be taken of the high heritabilities of FEC and fleece and BW in different flock environments.